GROUP VERSUS TEAM
NOTES:

HIGH PERFORMING
TEAM

DIMENSION

GROUP

Team Member’s, view
of their role

Does
what
he/she isview
Team
Members,
instructed.
Deliver specific
of their role
tasks to the group.
Functional expert.
Restricts contribution to
area of expertise.
Sees no need to contribute
beyond the specific
tasks assigned.

Responsible
Team Members,
and view
accountable
of their role
for making the
Team a success, whatever it
takes. Expects to and does
contribute to all aspects of
the Team.

Leadership

Leadership
One
Leader who maintains
the Leadership role throughout the Team’s life. Directive,
uses positional power to
progress the work. High on
control, checking and
instruction. Task focused.

The
Leadership role is
Leadership
rotated, depended on talent
and task, not on hierarchy.
the Leader is a Coach and
Enabler.

Emotions

Emotions
Let’s
pretend they
do not exist.
Avoided as something which
would cause problems and
spiral out of control.

Invited
in and openly
Emotions
expressed. Seen as central
to motivation and creativity
and commitment.

Communication

Communication
Guarded.
Real understanding is
rarely achieved.
Communications are
primarily initiated and
channeled through the
Leader.

People
say what they
Communication
think without fear of
recrimination. Members
freely communicate with
each other to get the
work done.

Many answers provided.
Little evidence of listening.
Group communications are
focused on exchange of
facts and opinion.

There are as many
questions as answers in
this Team’s dialogue. Active
listening is the norm.
Team communications
involve joint problem
solving and decision
making.

Focused on the process,
people and task.
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Challenge

Challenges
Challengeand differences
of opinion are viewed as
divisive. Differences are
suppressed.

Differences
Challengeare encouraged
and effort is made to
understand different
perspectives and opinion.

Information

Information
People
tend to hold on to
their functional data.
Sharing of information is
ad hoc and not valued.
Issues and concerns are not
automatically fed back to
the Leader or group.

A Information
system and process is
established upfront, to
ensure transparency and
easy access to information.

Relationships between
colleagues

Relationships
Focused
on self, between
with
colleagues
limited
awareness of the
links and interdependencies
with colleagues. Would not
see relationship building as
important to achieving the
task, or place any effort on
this beyond social niceties.

Recognise
their between
Relationships
interdependence.
Building
colleagues
strong relationships is seen
as critical to optimal
performance with high
value placed on trust and
co-operation.

Issues

ForIssues
the Leader to both
discover and deal with.
Blame and defensiveness
may accompany attempts
to understand the issue.
The focus is on why the
issue occurred.

Issues
Issuesare raised by anyone
on the Team. The focus is
on understanding the issue,
to help determine its
resolution and to learn
from it.

Focus

Focus
Past
and present.
Conversation tends to relive
the past, full of stories,
explanation and
justification.

Future.
Focus
Conversation looks forward
at possibilities,
improvements and actions.
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